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Cisco Federal OnPrem Hybrid Cloud

Key Benefits 
• Focus on Mission - not hardware;

• Reduce Risk - your private cloud, your location;

• Control Costs -  available pay by usage/capacity on-
demand model;

• Greater Agility - develop, experiment and iterate at scale 
and speed;

• Support Multiple Clouds - OpenStack distribution presents 
open and well-documented APIs;

• Simplify Operations -  Cisco’s CloudCenter automates the 
movement of workloads between on-prem and government 
commercial cloud services;

• Improved Management - centralized management, 
governance, and security of multiple cloud environments

• Reduce O&M -  Cisco’s Classified Network Services (CNS) 
team can handle operations and security management up to 
the hypervisor.
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Cisco provides secure compute environments to manage highly-available, massively-
scalable workloads to support evolving missions. With our OnPrem Hybrid Cloud solution, 
we deliver and manage capacity on-demand and support future growth maximizing 
your value. Experience the security, control, performance, and agility of a public cloud 
environment, but one that is anchored in your facility, under your control.

Figure 1. Cisco OnPrem Hybrid Cloud Gives You Complete Control over Users, Projects, Storage, 
Networking, and More.
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Cisco OnPrem Hybrid Cloud Platform

•  24x7 Cloud Operations and
   Support

•  Infrastructure Capacity Planning

•  Monitoring and Error Detection

•  SLA Guarantees

•  Platform and Security Updates

•  Cloud Design and Deployment

•  Unique Features

OPENSTACK and AWS APIs

OPENSTACK UNIFIED CLI

Advanced Operational Support
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Why Cisco?
As a global leader in Computing, 
Networking, and Security, Cisco brings 
the innovation, architectural strategy, and 
expertise that the U.S. intelligence and 
defense agencies require to succeed. Our 
commitment to quality service ensures your 
agency continues to operate effectively 
and securely as you carry out your mission 
protecting our nation. 
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Accelerating Cloud Adoption
The U.S. Intelligence Community (IC) continues 
to migrate IT operations to the cloud, guided 
by the IC IT Enterprise Strategy. Commercial 
cloud services delivered within US government 
facilities are an attractive option migrating legacy 
IT and off-loading the many management and 
maintenance tasks required of data center 
infrastructure while benefitting from commercial 
best practices. 

However, the migration to a commercial cloud is 
not without challenges. IT operations staff must 
develop processes and procedures to ensure 
the security and control of their workloads and 
data. They also must evaluate the application’s 
performance, and determine acceptable 
recovery time objectives should issues arise. 

Cisco’s OnPrem Hybrid Cloud provides a cost-
effective managed OpenStack private cloud 
deployment in which applications can be 
developed, tuned and secured, and where IT 
processes and procedures can be developed 
before migration of applications to a commercial 
cloud provider. Using Cisco’s CloudCenter 
platform, the OnPrem Hybrid Cloud allows for 
rapid migration of workloads to commercial 
cloud services while allowing local control 
and portability of the application or workload; 
providing operational advantage and speed of 
development.

The Cisco Solution
With Cisco OnPrem Hybrid cloud, you get the 
convenience of a public cloud combined with 
the security of a private cloud. These attributes, 
coupled with centralized governance, security, 
and lifecycle management bring it all together 
for support of the mission through an on-prem, 
Cisco Classified Networking Services (CNS)-
managed OpenStack Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS) utility cloud offering complete 
portability to public and commercial cloud 
services.

Accommodate capacity on-demand and 
support future growth while maximizing your 
budget with Cisco’s Scale Ready Consumption 
Model. This hybrid cloud approach enables a 
staging environment to develop, test, and refine 
applications privately. It also allows customers 
and partners to easily update security, 
configurations, and permissions with near-real-
time replication throughout the network. 

Cisco OnPrem Hybrid Cloud brings you 
unprecedented agility and flexibility by allowing 
application movement from a development to a 
production environment by brokering workloads 
to commercial cloud services.

Figure 2. We Support You at Every Step of Your Private Cloud 
Implementation, from Design to Maintenance and Capacity Planning.
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